
INTERNATIONAL CALL FOR SHOWS
FISICO  2022

(Alba International Physical Theatre Festival)

www.fisicofestival.it

DEADLINE: MAY 23, 2022

FISICO (Alba International Physical Theatre Festival) is a festival dedicated to physical
theatre in  all  its  forms.  Inaugurated in 2020,  the festival  has reached its  third  edition,
characterizing itself as the only Italian festival dedicated specifically to physical theatre.
The aim of the festival is to offer shows that have physical expression as their main
means of communication, breaking down any language barrier, thus being accessible
to an audience of any nationality.

The  direction  of  FISICO  intends  to  propose  the  third  edition  of  the  festival  on  30
September, 01 and 02 October 2022 in the city of Alba, Italy.

The call is directed to professional theatre companies staging physical theatre shows of
various  genres  (dance  theatre,  gesture  theatre,  clown,  mime).  Shows  must  have  a
dramaturgical structure of corporal expression without the use of spoken dialogue (or the
use of dialogue to such an extent that the performance can be understood by an audience
of any nationality). 

The festival will  select between 5 shows to be presented as part of the programme of
festival programme. The selected companies will be asked to perform one performance
per day for a total of 2 or 3 performances depending on the programming needs and the
spaces available.

The shows will take place in closed spaces, mainly inside the historic hall of the  Teatro
Sociale di Alba and in 2 other smaller spaces.

In order to give the participating companies maximum visibility with professional operators,
the shows will also be filmed on video and some of these will be distributed as video on
demand on the international theatre streaming platform DRAMOX (www.dramox.tv).

http://www.fisicofestival.it/


Given the cinematic nature and universal characteristics of the shows scheduled for this
2022  edition,  FISICO  will  collaborate  with  DRAMOX  to  create  a  video  library  of  the
festival's shows both for past editions (2020 and 2021) and for this third edition.

The  selected  companies  will  receive  a  total  fixed  fee  of  700  euros  for  2
performances or 1000 euros in the case of 3 live performances.

Food and accommodation will be provided by the festival.  Companies will  have to
arrange their own travel to the city of Alba at their own expenses.

With regard to distribution on the Dramox platform, separate agreements will  be made
between the festival organization (which will act as producer of the video material) and
selected  companies.  The  festival  will  collaborate  with  the  dramaturgical  direction  of
Dramox to be able to identify the shows best suited for the platform.

In any case, each company will receive a copy of the recorded video free of charge for
their own promotional use.

Guidelines for the selection of shows:
In addition to  what  specified above FISICO has set  for  the 2022 edition the following
guidelines:

 Shows must have a minimum length of 50 minutes;

 Shows  must  a  have  basic  technical  requirements.  The  characteristics  of  the
venues may not satisfy the needs of performances with complex technical riders
(for instance, extremely complex lighting design, black box, dance mats, specific lay
outs of the stage and audience);

 The direction will not consider shows that are based on the use of video-projections;

Additional notes - covid-19 security guidelines

Despite the improvement of the situation after two years of pandemic, the festival direction,
in  order  to  guarantee  maximum safety  for  the  public,  technicians  and  operators,  will
require the companies to fully comply with the health regulations that will be in force on the
Italian territory on the dates of the festival (and that it is not possible to foresee in detail at
the moment) such as, including but not limited, to the execution of rapid swabs or PCR
(molecular) tests in your country of origin, which will be borne by the selected companies.
In any case, the festival reserves the right to subject the participating companies to a rapid
covid test before the start of the festival or to request that the companies carry out a covid
test before their arrival in Alba.

With regard to the above-stated,  the direction of the festival holds the right to cancel the
participation of a company in case the company does not comply to Italian health safety
norms (and the norms valid in the country of origin of the company) or in case the country
of  origin  of  the  company were  to  be  inserted  in  a  blacklist  banning entrance in  Italy.
Furthermore, in the event of a positive result detected upon arrival or immediately before
arrival in Alba, the company's participation will be suspended without any compensation
duty on the part of the festival.



Application

APPLICATIONS TO THE FESTIVALS ARE TO BE MADE ONLINE USING THE FORM
ON THIS LINK https://forms.gle/pJoDW4Kj3QFE5Npw9

The call expires on May 23, 2022

During the application procedure companies will be required to provide the full video of the
performance with which they apply. Applications without the video of the full performance
will not be considered. 

The official languages of the festival, for the presentation of all material and documents,
are Italian and English. 

Info

FISICO Festival
c/o Associazione Tom Corradini Teatro A.P.S.
Via Girardi 26 – 10090 Cinzano (TO), Italy
info@fisicofestival.it
Tel: +39 393 8030864

Want  to  be  updated on the  latest?  Subscribe  on our  newsletter  on  the  FISICO’s  site
www.fisicofestival.it  or like us on Fb https://www.facebook.com/fisicofestival
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